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GRAPHICS 
& DUAL TONE COLOUR

Your ride now comes with sporty 

graphics that will set your pulse racing.

Its new red and black dual-tone colour 

scheme heightens its sporty appeal. 

Together with the aggressive design

and unbeatable technology, it turns into 

a thrilling ride for the everyday chase.

Stunning.Genius.

How do you add excitement to something that 

is already a stunning genius? By giving shape 

to its sporty avatar. Here is presenting the 

Grazia 125 Sports Edition. Now with its 

stunning, intelligent features, enjoy the rush 

you always wanted in your ride.



DESIGNtunning 
tunning 

Split LED Position  Lamp and Headlamp

The exceptional split LED position lamp & 

headlamp bring out the bold and sporty side 

of this exciting new ride.

STYLISH Muffler Protector

What lends a sporty touch to its overall look also 

ensures your feet don’t feel the heat while riding.



triking 
Geniustriking 

Full Digital Meter^

Real-Time Mileage

Average Mileage

Distance-to-Empty

3-Step Eco Indicator

The ISS in the Grazia 125 makes every 

ride economical by automatically 

switching off the engine at brief stops 

like traffic lights. Genius, isn’t it?

Idling Stop System

The Grazia 125 cuts off the engine 

whenever the side stand is in use with 

its revolutionary intelligent system.Side Stand Engine Cut Off

The intelligent mind of Grazia 125 Sports Edition gives

precise measures from real-time mileage to average mileage.

You can now track updates on distance-to-empty with just a click. 

The 3-Step Eco Indicator always keeps you informed and ensures 

you are riding in the economical range.



Experience the globally acclaimed eSP 

technology that reduces friction and 

improves combustion, delivering 

class-leading performance and mileage.
eSP Technology

The Grazia 125 is equipped with ACG 

starter, which starts the engine silently 

by removing gear meshing noise. It also 

reduces maintenance.

Silent Start with ACG

Programmed Fuel Injection

Sensor-based PGM-FI system constantly 

adjusts the air/fuel mixture, as per the ride 

mode and conditions allowing complete 

combustion. This results in consistent 

performance, better fuel efficiency,

all weather start, and lesser emissions.
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Comfort & Convenience 

No more the hassle of lifting

your seat. Refuel your

Grazia 125 without getting off.

External Fuel Lid

The new design of the front glove box is 

made from a premium quality material.

It is now more stylish, sporty, and spacious. 
Front Glove Box 

The extraordinary passing switch 

allows you to pass signals on a low/high 

beam while riding. 

Integrated Pass Switch



Safety for the scooter and convenience for 

you brought together in one compact console.

It makes operating ignition, handle lock, seat 

lock and external fuel lid quick and easy.

Multi-function Switch

The telescopic suspension of

Grazia 125 gives more cushioning and 

minimal judders when you are on the go. 
Telescopic FRoNT Suspension

Front Disc Brake

The front disc brake of Grazia 125 is designed to 

give you control at all speeds. The added braking 

power gives you an unstoppable rush and 

confidence at every turn.
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Comfort & Convenience 



Pearl Nightstar Black

Shades Of Sport

Sports Red

• +The technical speci�cations and design of the vehicle may vary according to the requirements and conditions without any notice.
• ^Distance-to-empty, real-time and average mileage readings may vary as per variant and riding conditions.
• Grazia 125 Sports Edition meets Bharat Stage VI norms. Product shown in the picture may vary from actual product available in the market.
• Accessories shown in the picture are not part of standard equipment. • **Conditions apply.

Technical Specifications+


